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ECG VT 7220 2in1
Simply Clean
Stick vacuum cleaner 2in1
Product code: 100001142375
EAN: 8592131308121









2in1 design

Easily removable hand vacuum cleaners

Wireless battery operation

Up to 50 minutes of operation on a single

charge

 2in1 rod vacuum

 Easily removable hand vacuum
cleaner

 Wireless battery operation

 Dust container volume: 0,6 l

 Vacuuming dry dirt

 Bagless operation

 Battery power: Li-Ion battery 25.9
V (7 × 3.7 V), 2200 mAh

 Battery charging indicator

 Charging time: 4 to 4.5 hours

 2 speeds

 Operation time: 25 minutes for
maximum power, up to 50 minutes

at low power
 Output textile dust filter

 Motor foam filter (cyclone)

 Adapter length: 180 cm

 Accessories: motorized TURBO
brush with LED backlight, dust

brush, tapered nozzle
 Parking position

 Wheels with rubber surface

 Overheat protection

 Suction power: 7 kPa (hand
vacuum cleaner 17 W max.)

 Noise level: ≤78 dB

 Rated voltage: 30 V DC ; AC: 100–
240 V

 Adapter: AC 100–240 V~,
50/60 Hz, 30 V DC – 500 mA

 Battery: Li-Ion battery 25.9 V (7 ×
3.7 V), 2200 mAh

 Dimensions of the hand vacuum
cleaner (h x w x d): 13.2 x 13 x

43.5 cm
 Dimensions of the rod vacuum

cleaner (h x w x d): 111 x 28 x
16.7 cm
 Weight 2.66 kg
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Technical specification

Input power (W) 120

Voltage/Frequency
(V/Hz) Li-Ion 2200mAh

Power supply Cordless

Bettery type
Li-Ion battery 6 x 3,7 V,

2200 mAh

Power cord length
(cm) 180

Adapter
100-240V ~ 50/60Hz;
0,8A Max 30V 550 mA

Noise level (dB) <78

Fuse Yes

Product specification

Filtration Type Washable filter

HEPA filter No

Dust Bag or dust
container volume
(ml) 600

Dust bag type Bag less

Power regulation Yes

Charging time 4,5hours

Operation time 50 minutes

Docking station No

Locking system for
floor nozzle and
handle Yes

Charging battery
indicator Yes

Design

Colour grey

Accessories

Tapered nozzle Yes
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Stick vacuum cleaner 2in1
A powerful vacuum cleaner will help you with household cleaning, which will remove all dirt. Reach for the
ECG VT 7220 2in1 Simply Clean stick vacuum cleaner and cleaning will be a breeze.  

Thanks to the 2in1 design you will gain also a practical hand-held vacuum cleaner besides the classic
stick one. You can use it, for example, for upholstered furniture or for vacuuming the interior of your car. It
also handles crumbs in the kitchen or collects e.g. breadcrumbs that you accidentally spilled.

It lasts a really long time on one charge
The ECG vacuum cleaner is bagless, so you do not have to waste time looking for bags. It has a
dust container with a volume of 0.6 l. It is easy to remove after it is filled and pour it into the waste
bin. 

Two vacuuming speeds can be used as needed. With a setting level on fast, you can vacuum for
up to 25 minutes at a time. If you set a slower level, the vacuum cleaner will last up to 50 minutes. It is then fully
charged in 4.5 hours.

It's easy to fold and store
The wheels with a rubber surface and a weight of only 2.6 kg make handling the vacuum cleaner easier.
You don't have to deal with storage space. Often, the parking position will definitely come in handy. In
addition, you can fold the ECG VT 7220 2in1 Simply Clean vacuum cleaner, so that it takes up very little
space.  

The package also includes practical accessories. It is a turbo brush with practical LED lighting, a dust
brush and a tapered nozzle.

In our offer you can also find a washable filter ECG VT 7220 designed just for this model.
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